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the other books of his that can be mentioned are the following: the qur’an and the hadith the holy law
of god the qur’an and the rules of life the principles of shari’ah the concept of shari’ah tawhid and
tawakkul the rules of the shari’ah the state and society the rule of the state the islamic state the
concept of the state the world order maududi’s most famous book is a compendium of legal writings
that deals with the laws pertaining to jurisprudence, the realm of the shari’ah. this is the most
important of all of his books. the title is an introduction to the shari’ah. the renowned scholar dr
muhammad idrees ahmad was one of the greatest scholars in the world today. he was an outstanding
scholar and a great teacher in the field of islamic jurisprudence. he was an oxford professor, a professor
of law in the university of karachi, a professor of constitutional law in the university of punjab, pakistan,
and the author of many books. shaykh-ul-islam dr muhammad tahir-ul-qadri receives no royalties from
his publications which include his numerous books, dvds and public speeches. he has dedicated all of
his past, present and future royalties to minhaj-ul-quran international. he was appointed as the special
adviser to the late prime minister of pakistan, mian nawaz sharif, on his second term. syed abul ala
maududi was an eminent writer, jurist, islamic philosopher, journalist, and scholar of islam. his
numerous writing in the urdu language was translated into many other languages worldwide. it includes
arabic, english, bengali, tamil, burmese, and hindi. he paved a new way for the revival of islam, and
abul ala maududi thought that politics was necessary for the renaissance of islam. a few of his books
are as follows: 1. khilafat-e-maslakat-e-qadri (khilafat of the traditional house of qadi)
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he was also an islamic scholar and jurist. he was a pioneer of the movement of khilafat o maslakat-e-
qadri. he initiated the movement in the early 1960s. he was appointed as the special adviser to the late
prime minister of pakistan, mian nawaz sharif, on his second term. 2. maslakat-e-islami (islamic politics)
he wrote the book maslakat-e-islami in the early 1960s. the book was later translated into burmese and

published in burma. the book discusses islam in political terms and describes the fundamental
principles of islam in a scientific manner, and offers an answer to the widespread unrest and confusion.
he was also a journalist and newspaper editor. he was the founder and editor of the monthly publication

khas, which is published in pakistan today. his newspaper covered the activities of different religious,
political, and social groups. he was the author of the book khas, which is a discussion on the welfare of
muslims, in particular, the affairs of pakistan and the promotion of the basic islamic values. he founded

the monthly publication khas in the early 1960s. the book is based on maududi's observations of the
first years of the indian national congress, in which he concludes that the party's rejection of the notion

of a separate muslim state in india, the only legitimate form of the islamic state, 'was based on a
sincere desire to improve muslim conditions in india'. the khilafat o malookiat book download khilafat o
malookiat free ebooks pdf & epub for read and download here. this book has been widely used by the

islamic activists in india and abroad. it is the classic text on khilafat, and remains one of the most
widely read, respected and influential works on the subject of islam and modernity. 5ec8ef588b
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